
Using SonicCloud 
Desktop Personalization  

with  
Hearing Aids

(Mac)



1) Connect your Hearing Aids to your computer via Bluetooth OR 

2) Simply listen with them “through the air” (if they don’t connect) 



3) Select the “Flat Profile” in SonicCloud’s Select Profiles Window



4) Note the “flat” shape of the hearing curve on the control panel



5) Select test audio or video to listen to. For example, 
watch a scene from a movie on Youtube, to confirm you 
are getting sound.

Volume control



6) Make a slight adjustment in the “Sharp” slider to add a bit of 
clarity - this should help with speech understanding. 

7) Remember to make adjustments in both ears—for this and all 
subsequent instructions.  Tap the “Left” and “Right” buttons to 
do this. 

8) Is that clear enough? If yes, great. If you’d like more clarity, go 
to the next page.



9) Raise the “Sharp” slider more for additional clarity. 



10)Once you’ve raised the “Sharp” slider to a level you like for 
understanding speech, you may find the sound to be too 
“tinny.”  If so, raise the “Rich” slider to restore a “naturalistic” 
quality to the sound 



11) Now that you have strong anchors for clarity and naturalism, 
try some nuanced tuning.  Play with “Consonants” first, then 
“Vowels” if you like.   

12)You can also “open up” the sound by raising “Fullness.”  
“Boost” adds a volume kick, and “Comfort” affects the 
strength of the original audio, all on the left.



13) If you wish, save any profile for use in the future by pressing 
the “Save” button and naming it. 

“Save profile” button



13) Now you can always use this profile when you wear your 
hearing aids, and listen to whatever you like!  

Newly saved
hearing profile



A live expert Tuning Session is only a 
phone call away. 

Please don’t hesitate to email us at 
experts@soniccloud.com to schedule one!

mailto:experts@soniccloud.com

